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A B S T R A C T :

One of the more important illusEations of the earth's response to external forcing is provided
by the glacial rebound problem. The melring óf the Late Pleistocene ice sheets and the
distributon of meltwater into the oceans provides a time dependent and spatially variable
surface load. A principal observalion of the response of the ea¡th to this change is in the
relaúve shift in posirion of sea-level and the crust. Observations of this response provide
const¡aints on the mantle rheology as well as on the glacial unloading process. This paper
sketches out the problem, develops the sea-level equalion and its solution and discusses the
convergence requirements of the latter. It then discusses tire principal characteristics of the
global sea-level change and illustrates how earth and ice parameters can be separated by
examining sea-level data in different areas, at different time inærvals, and by using differential
techniques. The final section summa¡izes some of the principal results and unresolved
questions.

Lambeck, K., 1990.  Glacial rebound and sea-level change: an example of deformation of the Earth by surface loading.  
In: Developments in Four-Dimensional Geodesy, (F.K. Brunner and C. Rizos, Eds), Springer-Verlag, 111-137.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Geomorphological observations have revealed a complex patfern of sea-level change

for the pasr 18 000 years that are associated with the last deglaciation of the Late

Pleistocene ice sheets. Near the centres of former glaciation the sea-level has dropped

relative to the crust by hundreds of metres, while far from these centres, sea-level has

risen by typically 130-150m. These observations are important for studying the

tectonic histories of continental margins and ocean islands, for evaluating the

mechanical response of the Earth to surface loading on time scales of 103-104 years,

for constraining the melting histories of the large polar ice sheets, and for

understanding present sea-level change.

The recognition that raised and warped shorelines in northem Europe reflected the

Earth's response to giacial unloading go back to the nineteenth century and early

attempts to quantify this response were made by Daly, Haskell, Niskanen, Vening

Meinesz and others. The plate tectonics hlpothesis, with the need to establish estimates

of the mantle viscosity, resulted in a renewed interest in the problem and major

contriburions were made by McConnell (1968), V/aicott (L972), Cathles (7975)' Farrell

and Clark (1976), and Peltier and Andrews (1976). Yet today, the problem is still not

solved and continuês to, âtttÍtct attention,- in part becàùse of the renewed interest in

present and future sea-level change as a possibie result of the enhanced Greenhouse

effect. One reason for the lack of 
'solution 

in the many fAceted nailre of the problem-

Other than deveioping modeiling p-ôceduies, models for the waxing and waning of the

ice sheets need to be improved. The base of observational evidence for relative sea-

level change aiso needs to be carefully evaluated and expanded upon.

The emphasis of this paper is on the geophysical modeiling of the sea-level change

produced by the melting of the ice sheets. Recent work has shown that in order to

obtain realistic predictions a very high spatiat resolution of the sea-level is required,

whether this'be at positions nea¡,the ice sheet or far from any centre of glaciation.

Once achieved, these solutions begin.to explain the complex Pattems of change observed

in a variety of regions; along the-Australian shoreiine, between nearby Pacific isiands,

or in northwestern EuroPe: .' :  : .

2.TIß, GLACIAL REBOI.JND PROBLEM

Consider a rigid planet partiaily covered by ocean. The sea surface wiil be an

equipotential whose shape is deærmined by the gravity fieid of the pianet and of the

ocean \yaterri. Extraction of water from the ocean to form an ice sheet leads to an

overall lowering of the sea-level but not by a uniform amount because the redistribution

of mass on the rigid planet's surface changes the shape of the equipotential surfaces-
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Figure l: Schematic illustration of the sliape of the sea surface in response to
glaciation.
(a) Near the edge of an ice sheet on a rigid planet. When the ice sheet

forms water is extracted from the ocean reducing the equivalent sea-
level, but because of the gravitationai attraction of the ice and water
the sea-level change is not uniform.

(b) Same as (a) but for a deformable Earrtr.
(c) Fa¡ from the ice sheet along a continental margin. At time T1 the sea

level begins to ¡ise rapidly up to the time T2 and the shore line moves
from point A to B. In ttris interval and afterwards the crust responds
to this loading by subsiding beneath the oceans and rising beneath the
continenr, producing a tilting of the margin. Thus at rime Tz > Tz
sea-level acrually appears to drop (point C).

Near the newly formed ice sheet the equipotential surface is pulled up and, depending
on the new mass distribution, sea-level may actually be higher than before. As melting
occurs sea-level drops in the vicinity of the ice sheet in response to the modification of
the equipotential surface and at the same time it rises as the volume of the ocean
increases (Figure 1a). On a deformable planet the growing ice sheet loads the crust and
induces flow in the mantle away from the loaded area while the reduced water load
produces a rebound of the oceanic crust. The shape of the sea-surface is now
determined by the time dependent gravity field of the solid body as well as that of the
ice a¡rd water load (Figure 1b). Within and near the ice sheets, the response of the crust
is primarily determined by the change in the ice load. Further arilay, where typically

c
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the fluctuations in sea-level are about 100 m, the crustal adjustments to the changing
water load are of the order of 30 m.

Consider sea-level at a continental margin, far from the ice sheets. As meln¿ater is
added into the oceans the sea floor is loaded and the sub-ocean mantle is stressed and
mantle flow occurs from beneath the continent. The amount of deformation will be a
function of the magnitude and spatial distribution of the warer load, of the flow
properties of the mantle, and of the mechanical properties of the lithosphere, but
generally there wiil be a tiiting of the margin (Figure 1c). At ocean islands the
additional meltwater loads the sea floor uniformly about the island and the sea floor is
depressed taking the island with it.- But if the island is large, sub-lithospheric flow
occurs from beneath the ocean to beneath the island and the later will tend to rise.
resulting in a differential response benveelthe istand and the sea-floor.

What emerges f¡om this heuristic descriptión is a sea-level that displays complex
spatial and temporai pattems of change: A zero order approximation of this change is
provided by the time-dependear lqgivaienf sea-level (esl), defined as

(esl = (o = (change-in ocean;9iume)/(ocean surface area) (1)

Spatial deparnrres. from this can,Uäi*g",u;d this definition has limited usefulness
beyond being an estimats of the change. in ocean volume. A more appropriate
definition of the sealevel is . .j:-,:: ,' ' t t,

? r 9 e

9 = 9 r + 9 i + Ç w (2)

where (¡ is the sea-level change: thut *ouid'o"cur on a rigid Earth, and includes (s51.
The second term (¡ is the.addiuonal-change producedby the response of the crust to
the changing ice volume and (w' iõ thefurther a justnent produced by the response of
the crust to ttre changing waterioaät, 

' ;,,

The reiative i*po*"",Ífffirh#ttä, varies *iti, riro" and position. It is
therefore useful to discuss,sea.fwet Auring.ttre Late Pleistocene-Early Holocene, from
about 20,000 to 8,000,yearsggo-1.:when,:ice. rnelting occurred, and during the post-
melting period of 8;000 yeärc¡Qq[_$*¡g;þ.!-;,t¡"is also useu ro discuss sea-level for
different regions: the far-fièld;theregitin.f¿tftom the ice sheer where the primary
contributions are (esr anð_:Gi*;the'near"-f;.,9.l$ being the region near rhe margin of the
ice sheet where the dominanr..co_lûibrrtiöû. õogès from . (¡ md (i ; rhe intermediate
field benreen these two regions;:and úré ieg-iôn within the ice sheet margin where the
dominant form is (;. Ctraracteristiô:jsea-level curves can be established for each area
(Figure 2) but considerable,variation:occurs within each zone and no simple zoning
occun¡.
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Figure 2: Characteristicsea-levelobservations

(a) far-field in late Pleistocene and Holocene time (C-trristchurch, New
T,r-aland)

(b) far-field in late Holocene time (Karumba, Gulf of Carpenteria,
Queensland)

(c) near-field (Boston, Massachusetts) ,
(d) intermediate-field(Bermuda)
(e) site near centre of former Fennoscandian ice sheet (Angerman River,

Gulf of Bothnia).

3. THE SEA LEVEL EQUATION

The sea-level variation can be defined by using a Green's function formulation for
the change in gravitational potential due to the redistribution of the surface load. For a
rigid Earth, the potential at a point r due to the ice load r' is given by
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Vi (r) =

where (i is the ice

function
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[  çv ( l r-r ' l )  Pi  ( i  ( r ' )  dA
I

Ai

height at r', Pi is the ice densitY,

(3)

Çv in the Potential Green

ç u = *  å  
P ¡ ( c o s r y ) (4)

w h e r e P n a r e l e g e n d r e p o þ o m i a l s a n d v i s t h e a n g u l a r s e p a r a t i o n o f r a n d r ' .

The integral is over the surface area of the ice. The radial shift in the equipotential

surface lo" ro the ice load is Vi/g or (3p¡l4T) X¡ In where

I¡1 = ft-2 
J et ttl Pn (cos V) dA

Ai

and Þ- is the mean densiry of the Earth. The change in sea-level caused by tttis

potential alone is

( '  = {v i -Ni lo} /g

where ( )e denotes the average value taken over the ocean' This is

r ,  -  -+ 
f t  r  Gn-0n)o) .b -  4 ¡

To this must be added the meltwater flowing into the ocean

("  = {(o + V* -(Vo,)o}/g (8)

where (s is the equivalcntsea-level (c.f' 
:qn 

1) ,,,.

(o = - Mi/ 4æ;R2 OlO0 po, (Ð

:.-: ..r" '

whe¡e Mi is the change in tótal icä mass, considered to be positive for a growing ice

sheel ot.o =O.1Ois tie'zero-degfee tenn in the ocean fi:nction expansion' V'v is the

potentiai of the water load' oranalogous to (3),

v*(r) = 
J øv(lr-rll p* ((r') dA

tu

where Ç is the sea-Ievel change and ttre inægrai is over the ocean afea Ao' Then the

final change in sea-level is; sil for-the'rigid Earth model'

(s)

(6)

a)

(10)
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Ç  =  Ç , =  ( o  -  *  å E G n - ( I n ) o )  
.  * T r , ( r n - ( r n ) o )  

( 1 1 )

with

J¡ = ft-2 f Ç{r') nn (cos y) dA (12)

Å

This equation defines the change in sea-level with time and position on a rigid Earth due

ro the melting of ice and the addition of this meltwater into the ocean. The sea-level
change ( enters on both sides, on the right hand side through the integral Jn, and the

equation is an integral equation that is solved by an iterative procedure. Mass is

conserved and the sea-level remains an equipotential surface throughout.

For an elastic planet the Green's functions become

where L" . trå are the load Love numbers. The sea-level change on the elastic planet

now is (c.f. eqn 2)

6 "  =  ( ,  + õ ( e

where the elastic contribution is

G æ , - t l'  
Ç v = I  >  0 + k n - h n ) p n ( c o s t y )

n=U

a [ , r
õ ( " = - ; -  l p i  f  ( I n  -  ( I n ) o )  r

T ¿ !  p  L  n

- o* I 
(¡n - (¡n)o)] tttl

(13)

(14)

(16)

(r7)

with

In = R-2 i (i(t') O.å - trb Pn (cos V) dA

i
and a similar definition for Jn. On a viscoelastic planet

( u e = ( . + õ ( " "

where, by using the correspondence principle (e.g. Peltier Ig74),

õ(u" (9,À;Ð = ¿-1{ô(s(rP,À:s) (18)
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and where Z is the Laplace transform, l-1 is the inverse transform, and s is the

l,aplace transform parÍImeter of dimension time-i' Then ô("(s) is of the same form as

(15,16) but in which the I¡ and J; are replaced by their transforms, for example,

rn + 1" = n-z 
J etd; - A"l p" (cos ry) dA (1e)

Ai

where Ê; , ü are the load Love numbers in the Laplace transform domain. The

resulting sea-level equation can now be written as (c.f. equation 2)

where

with

and

9 ? ? . ?

9 = 9 r + 9 i + b w

Ç¡=Zt - (Zt) lw =Zz -  (Zz)

(20)

(2r)

(22)3 p i  r  - t f  , [  ^  ^  I
zt - ij--- | z-t [(ko - lin) (i(s)l Pn (cos y¡ dAi)

a ¿ r  P  J
' A i

7.n - 3 P* t r [ ¡r-, [(Ê" - f,"1 (,tri]¿e,'l ,","orv) dAo (23)- ¿  
4 n T - n  J l ) -  L \ r ¡  

|
Ao LAi I

where the summation over n is f¡om 0 to -, at least in principle. This sea-level

equarion is essenúally that of Farrell and Clark (1976), and has been used by Peltier and

Andrews (1976), Wu and Peltier (1983), Nakiboglu et al. (1983), and Nakada and

Lambeck (1987).

Solutions of the sea-level equation require a knowledge of the evolution of the ice

loads Ç¡(g,î,:t) through sqace and time and of the viscosity stn¡cture of the planet

through the Love numbers Gi - ä¡). Expressions for the latter can be derived for

simple Earth models (e.g. Lambeck, 1988, p. 67) but for realistic solutions complete

Earth models are essential. The elastic parameters and densiry are given by the seismic

models but the viscosity is largely unknown and to be determined from the

obsewations. Figure 3 illustrates these Love numbers in the Laplace transfomr domain

for the elastic Earth model of Dziewonski and Ande¡son (1981), a constant mantle

viscosity of 1021 Pas s, and a high viscosity (1025 Pa s) lithosphere of 50 lcrn thickness.

For large s, corresponding to small t, the response approaches that of an elastic pianet.
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For small s (s 5 tO-4 a-1) the response approaches that of a¡r elastic shell over a fluid

mantle in which all load stresses have relaxed. Further evolution of the response occurs

with smaller s as stresses relax in the lithosphere. These results can therefore be

interpreted qualitatively as a relaxation spectra for harmo¡ic lo¡ds. Figure 4 illustrates

the corresponding time dependent Love numbers z-l Gn - hn) for a step function

surface load. At time t = 0, the response is that of an elastic body and wittr time the

response decays to a limit corresponding, in this case, to the elastic response of a 50 km

thick elastic shell overlying a fluid interior. By t = 20,000 years, much of the loacl-

induced stresses have relaxed wittrin the viscoelastic mantle'

t20
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ülr) as a function of the Laplace transform
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Figure 3: Load Love numbers tls),
variable s (years-l).

r l 0

Figure 4: Load l¡ve numbers k, h as a function of time (in units of 1000 yeafs)'
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It has been shown by Peltier (1974) that the ft¡ - hn) can be adequately expanded

numerically into the form

(kn- hil =

where 4 , ftå are elastic load Love numbers. This is essentially an eigen function

expansion in which the Si correspond to the eigen values. This expansion is also used

here in reaching solutions of equations (20)-(23).

The solution of the sea-level equation also requires a model of the temporal and

spatial distribution of the ice load. The observed quantities are the limits of the ice

sheet as the last glaciers receded and this is complemented with mechanical models for

the ice sheets (e.g. Paterson, 1972; Hughes 1981). A criticai unknown in this

calculation is the amount of isostâtic compensation that has occurred beneath the load.

The effect of the delay in the isostatic response is another vexing question and it means

that the ice models ate not free from assumptions about the Earth's response to loading.

Anothe¡ major assumption in these reconstructions is whether the ice sheets are in static

equilibrium or whether dynamic non-equilibrium models are more appropriate in

which the ice volumes are driven by external climatic forcing and feedback mechanisms

Gudd and Smith, 1981, 1987), ft" direct observations of the isochrones are usually
restricted to the last 20,000 years and the earlier record is less clear, often inferred

indirectly from palaeoclimatic or isotopic sipatures or from the variations in sea-level
itself (e.g. Chappell and Shackleton, 1986).

In the present formulation the ice sheets are described by ice columns of defined
areal extent and whose height varies linearþ with time in the interval t¡ and tj+l so

that for column m and time t

( n ¡ ( t ) = a ¡ t + b ¡  t ¡ s t s t j + r  Q 5 )

The entire melting history is defined by a total of m such columns over r time

intervals. The corresponding Laplace transforms are' then convolved with the
numerical transforrns (24) of the Earth's response in order to evaluate ttre inægrals 21,

22 (equations 22, 23) and the sea-level change (equation 20). Details are given in

Nakada and Lambeck (1987),

4. COÌ.IVERGENÇE REQUIREMENTS

ü high resolution solutions of the sea-level equation are sought then the geometry of
the surface loads must be known with very considerable detail. From eqns (20\-(23)
the change in the sea-level with rcspect to the present day value ((tol can be writæn as

(24)
c

å ñ' .[r': n:]
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Â((n)19 (26)

Haurak l  Gu l l

'.î-"'-

Relative sea-level change ̂ ((t) as a function of N¡¡¿¡¡ (equation 26)
for a 5" resolution of the ice model at a site near the ice sheet margin.
Same as (a) but for the 1" ice model.
Same as (a) but for the far-field site of Tahiti.
Same as (c) but for a site on the Hauraki GuH of New Zealand.

N- ç- ¿ .
n=0

Jø

-- Brlgantlne
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o

Figure 5: (a)

(b)
(c)
(d)
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Figure 5 illustrates ^((Ð for different degrees N¡¡¿¡ of truncation of the expansion'

In Figure 5 a comparison is also made at sites near the edge of the ice sheet for both the

50 and 10 descriptions of the the ice load. what these results indicate is that (i)

convergence of the expansion can be very slow, particular for the coarse definition of

the ice load, (ii) ttre välue of À(1 at convergence is not the same for the two loads

because they define different mass distributions in the vicinity of the site, (iii) the

convergence can be accelerated by introducing Earth models with thick lithospheres'

Figures 5c and 5d illustrate the convergence at two sites far from the ice sheet and here

the dominant factor is the description of the nearby water load' The island of Tahiti has

a diameter of about 40 km and the meltv/ater load corresponds approximately to an

infinite plate with a hole in it. If the resolution of the ocean function cannot resolve the

island then the island moves uP or down with the sea floor but if ttre island is resolved

by the ocean function then some differential movement occurs as mantle material

beneath the ocean is forced beneath the island. The maximum n required in the

.*p*rion is a function of lithospheric thickness and exceeds about 90 for H = 50 km'

More extreme ìs the result for the Firth of Thames on the Hauraki Guif of New

7.ealand, a shailow sea of about 100 Þy tSO km dimensions' In all examples the

convefgence is accelerated if the lithospheric ttrickness is increased but convergence is

not on the same value in each instance.Because of the requirement of these very high'

resolutions of the load, it may appeal that a better approach than spherical harmonic

expansions is to use a finite element formulation with a grid size that varies with

distance from the point at which the sea-level response is to be evaluated' However

when this response is evaluated gtobally'for a large number of sites then the hamronic

expansion solutions are the most convenient, provided that the convergence

requirements afe met. In the following soiutions the ocean function is defined with a

10' resolution and expanded into spherical harmonics up to degree 180' The ice sheets

are modelled with a io resolution and also expanded out to this maximum degree. For

sites near the ice margin this is stül not adequate but generally the detailed information

required to evaluate ,lr" *rpoor" at these sites with high accuracy is not açilable in any

case.

5. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TIIEORETICAL SEA'LEVEL CURVE

Equation (20) is solved for the three components (¡' (¡, (v using icp models 
for 

the

Arctic and Antarctic ice sheets. The Arctic model includes the Laurentide and

Cordilleran ice domes and the Fennoscandian ice dome as defined by the ICE1 model of

Peltier & Andrews (1976) but smoothed and defined- with 1" resolution (the ARC1

model of Nakada and l¿mbeck 1987, 1989). The 1" resolution model ARC3 includes

an ice sheet over thé Barents and Kara Seas of the northwestern Soviet Union' The

Anørctic model ANT3 is a maximum ice model discussed by Nakada & Lambeck

(1987, 1989).
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Figure 6: Equivalent sea-level curves for ttre Arctic ice models ARC1, ARC2, ARC3

anã the Antarctic ice model ANT3. ARC1 is a 1" interpolated version of

model ICE1 by Peltier and Andrews (1976). ARC2 corresponds to an

interpolated veision of ICE2 of Wu and Peltier (1983) which represelt aJl

adjuitment of ICE1 to better fit the observational data. This model is

therefore a function of the Earth model adopted by them. ARC3 is ARC1
plus a schematic model for the Barents-Kaia ice sheet (BKS). All Arctic

models include a Fennoscandian ice dome (F). AN3 is from Nakada and
Lambeck, 1987, 1988).

The zero order approximation to the sea-level change resulting from the melting of

these ice models is the time dependent equivalent sea-level curve (esl) defined by

equations (1) and (9) and this function is illustrated in Figure 6. This curve can be

approximately constrained by sea-level observations between 18 000 and 6000 years

ago at far-field sites (Nakiboglu et al. 1983; Nakada and Lambeck 1988) and the

adopted ice models are consistent with these observations. A number of different Earth

models covering a range of plausible viscosity profiles are used and the appropriate

parameters are discussed in Table 1. The mantle has been divided into two layers: an

upper region, extending from the base of the lithosphere to the 650 km seismic

discontinuity, and a lower mantle.

The solutions are expressed either relative to sea-level at the onset of glaciation, ((t)

as defined by equation (23), or relative to the present level, À((t) as defined by equation

(26). This latter quantity can also be expressed as the sum of 3 terms as

A((t¡ = Â(' + Â(¡ +Â(, ' , (27)
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Table 1: Viscosity parameters for different Earth models used in forward modelling.
All models use realistic elastic pÍrrameters and densiry profiles wittr the depth according

to the model of Dziewonski and Anderson (1981).

Viscosity (Pa s)

Model

E 1

E2

E4

E l4

816

828

1020

2xl02o

t02r

2xL02o

TO2L

r02r

1021

1021

702r

1022

t022

1023
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where Â(r defines the relative sea-level change on a rigid Ea1h, À(i in the additional

contribution produced by the rebound of the citst as ice unloading proceeds' and A(s' is

the additional contribution produced by ttre deformation of the Earth in response to the

warer loading. Relative seá-levels have been predicted for a number of sites' including

s i teswi th in the l im i tso f the former icesheets (AngermanRiver 'Gu l fo fBothn ia '
NorthemEuropeandCapeHenriettaMaria,Huason-nay,Canada), inthe.near. f ie ld,
near the margins ot these ice sheets 1".g. Bo,ton and the nearby sites of 'Bamstable'

Massachusetts), in the intermediate field such as Bermuda or The Hague (Netherlands)'

anî;,t" far-field in Australia and the South Pacific'

Ther ig i i tbody term( , .T l le r ig id te rm(¡ represents theef fec to f ther iseor fa l l

i n s e a - l e v e l r e s u l t i n g f r o m d e g l a c i a t i o n . o r g l a c i a t i o n o n a r i g i d E a r t h w i t h t h e
requirement that the å*'"u 'uJu"t remains ai equipotential at tt tT"l- *^11Ïl

i c e s h e e t i t s e l f t h e s h i f t o f t h e e q u i p o t e n t i a l s u r f a c e i s t h e s u m o f t w o o p p o s m g
cont r ibu t ions :asmel t ingproceedstheequ ipo ten t ia ld rops .becauseof thereduced
grav i ta t iona la t t rac t ionor , r ' " i . " loadbuta t thesamet ime i t r i sesbecausethewater
levelr isesasmelt ingproceeds'( lmaginethecaseofavert icalholethroughtheicewith
acorrnect iontotheopensea.Inreal i tytheresulthasonlysensefromthet imeonwards
w h e n t h e s i t e i s e x p o s e d t o t l r e o p e n s e a . ) A t t h e A n g e r m a n R i v e r s i t e i n t h e G u l f o f
B o t h n i a , n e a r t h e c e n t r e o f t h e f o r m e r F e n n o s c a n d i a n i c e d o m e " t h e t w o p a r t s
contr ibut ing.oE,u,".r , , 'ostequalbutofoppo' i ' "s ign,withtheresult thatÇ¡isnearly

zero.Forsi teswit tr inthelargerLaurent ideicesheet, thegravi tat ionaltermexceedsthe
rise in sea-level term and the equipotential falls as melting proceeds (see results for

cape Henrietta Maria, Figure 7). Ñear trre edge of the ice sheet the rise in water level

exceeds the graviøtional ãttraction of the i"" å¿ the net result is a rise in sea-level but

at a rate that is less than the rate at which melt-water is added into the oceans' Further

a w a y f r o m t h e i c e s h e e t t h e r i g i d t e r m i s p r i m a r i l y o n : - o | a r i s e i n s e a . l e v e l f r o m
1g000 ro abour 6000 years ago as the meli water is added into the ocean' until it

approximates the equivalent sea-levet .u*". Near the Hawaiian ridge' (¡ -< (est but

further south Ç¡ I ("rt.

T h e i c e u n l o a d i n g t e r m Ç ¡ . T h e t e r m ( ¡ i s p r o d u c e d b y t h e E a r t h ' s n o n . r i g i d

response to the change in the ice load¿nd it will b€ a function of the evolution of the ice

load geometry with Ii*" u, well as of the Earth's response function' At sites within the

ice sheet the (i term is one of an apparent lowering of sea-level as the crust emerges

after unloading. Ar cape Henrietø tr'ta¡a, fo, .*urnil", (¡ has a predicted t-lnlt*1 "t

a b o u t T 0 0 m f o r t h e i c e - e a r t h m o d e l A R C 3 - E 4 ( F i g u r e T a ) . T h e i c e t h i c k n e s s a t
max imumglac ia t ionwasabout3000mandthemax imumreboundwou ldbeabout
1200 m if a state of local isostasy had been achieved by the time the ice sheets reached

their maximum extent. observational estimates are not available of the maximum

rebound that has occurred since the commencement of deglaciation' but observations at

later times indicate that the rebound i, t"r, than predicied from the simple isostatic
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models. This is a result of several factors; (i) of the lithosphere possessing a finite
strength so that part of the load is supported by the flexural stresses within this layer
and the isostaric compensation is regional ¡ather than locai, (ii) of regional isostasy not
having been achieved at the time of onset of deglaciation, because of the mantle
viscosity, and (iii) of the rebound not yet being complete.

Boston 4

Figure 7: Predicted contributions to the sea-level change as defined by equation (20)
at four different sites. curve I corresponds io (r, curve 2 tó ft, curve à tó
(w and curve 4 to the total (. All change is with respect to sea-level at the
onset of deglaciation at 1800 ye¿rs ago.

Near the margins of the ice sheet the terms (¡ md (, are generally of opposite sign, (,
rises as melting proceeds whereas Ç falls, but (¡ generally 

-exceeds 
(¡ in Áagnitu¿" unã

the sea-level change from the combined effect is primariiy one of an apparent falling
level (Figure 7b). The ice unloading term here is spatially variable over quite short
distances in the vicinity of the former ice margins and the predictions are about equally
sensitive to mantle rheology and ice model parameters. Èurther frorn the ice front, at
sites free from past localized ice loading, the nvo terms are of comparable magnitude
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(Figure 7c) although at some sites the sign of (¡ changes with time: initially the

irJai.t.a (i is an apparent fall in sea-level as the crust rebound to the early stage of

unloaaing but later, as the ice retreats further from the site, an apparent rise in sea-level

is predicted and this amplifies the (. term-

The wafer loading term (w. Compared to (¡ and (1 the melt-water term (w is

small in the near-field (Figure 7), rarely exceeding 20 m for the combined ARC3 and

ANT3 ice models. ln the far-field after termination of deglaciation, (* is generally

larger than (1 ffigure 8). In a first approximation the time dependence of the (v¿ term

is froportional to ((, + (ù and at sites far from the ice sheet this dependence follows

closety the equivalent sea-level curve. The amplitude of (vv is a function of the load

distribution in the vicinity of the site and is therefore a function of the coastal geometry

as well as of ((¡ + (i) and the term may vary spatially over even relatively short

distance if the coastline geometry is complex (Figure 8). In contrast (i remains

relatively constant over a given area óf ttre far-field. Differential values of the sea-level

between nearby sites n,m far from the ice sheets,

ô ( n r n = Â ( n - Â ( t , (28a)

are largely independent of the other two contributions and reflect primarily the

response of the mantle beneath the sites to the change in water load tfuough time, or

ô ( n - = Â ( w ( n ) - Â ( w ( m ) .

Relative sea-level curyes. The relative sea-level, as defined by (26) is the sum of

the three terms Â(., Â(i, Â(.,y each of which varies spatially and temporally in a

complex manner. The relative sea-levels are likewise predicted to exhibit considerable

variability and no single curve adequately characterizes the sea-level change. Predicted

sea-levels are a function of both the ice and earth-response parameters but, as illustrated

by the above examples, this dependence varies with geographical location and time'

This means that by comparing model predictions with observations of sea-level change

it does become possible to separate these parameters. Figures 9-14 iilustrate a range of

predictions for sea-level change as a function of mantle viscosity, lithospheric thickness,

and ice models which demonstrate that the separation of parameters can be achieved if

adequate observational data can be found. For the period up to about 6000 years ago'

the relative sea-level change in the far-field is insensitive to mantle parameters within a

broad range of viscosities, lithospheric thickness, and details in ice loads. It is,

however, strongly dependent on the equivalent sea-level rise; on the rates and timing of

the melt-water addition (Figure 9). Particularly important is the sea-level at the time of

onset of deglaciation as this constrains the total volume of melt-water. Far-field

observations of sea-level, therefore, constrain the gross aspects of the Arctic and

Antarctic ice models.

( 28b)
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Figure 8: Contributions to relative sea.level at far-fîeld sites during the Late
ftotocène. The Å(¡ terms are given on the left and the Â(* terms are given on the

right for four Earth modeis (Table 1). (Note different scales used.) Wh:aila *9 C"ry
Spencer are two siæs about 300 km apart in the Spencer Gulf of South Australia and
K-arumba and Halifax Bay lie about 600 km apart on opposite sides of the Cape York
Peninsula of Northem Queensland. Differential values of sea-level between nearby sites
n.m far from the ice sheet
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Figure 9: Predicted sea-level change for past 18000 years at the far-field site of
Moruya (New South Wales, Australia) as a function of mantle viscosity,
lithosoheric thickness and ice model.
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The predicted far-field sea-levels along continental margins for the past 7000 years
are characterized by a maximum value of up to a few metres above the present value at
about 6000 years ago. A careful examination illustrates considerable regional
variations in these amplitudes because of the melt-water tenn Á(* which is strongly

dependent on coastal geometry. This is illustrated in Figure 10. Here, spatial
differentiai values, as defined by equation (28) provide a sensitive measure of Earth
structure, largely free from assumptions made about the ice models (Nakada and
l^ambeck 1989). The absolute values of these highstands provide a means of fine-runing
the ice melting models in the past 6,000 years, once the Earth structure is established
from the differential values. An important point is that these far-field spatial
differential values are primarily sensitive to mantle structure near the sites, and not to
giobal structure. This opens, therefore, the possibiiity of examining lateral variations
in mantle viscosity. Important here are observations from ocean islands because
predictions for nearby islands of different sizes indicate that differences in sea-leveis
are good indicators of mantie structure (Figure 11).

At sites in the intermediate field, such as Bermuda (Figure i2) the sea-level change is
a function of both the rigid and ice terms and for the past 6000 years the ice term À(i
remains important. For models of relatively low viscosity (e.9. E1 and E4) the sea-
levels are predicted to have reached their present value al¡eady several thousand years
ago whereas for higher viscosities (e.g. models E16 or E28) sea-level will stiil be
encroaching on the island (i.e. the island is subsiding).

Close to the ice margins the predicted sea-levels vary rapidly with positions relative
to the ice f¡ont at the time of glaciation and major differences occur between nearby
sites. The observations a¡e particularly dependent on the assumed ice model (Figure
13) but also on mantle viscosity. Spatiai differential values (equation 28) of sea-level
may be useful here in sepaÉting out the tr¡/o factors. Predictions for nearby sites, for
example, are approximately independent of mantle viscosity unless the upper mantle
value is I 5x1020 Pa s and the lower mantle value is 1021 Pa s. Likewise, the

differential values are approximately independent of lithospheric thickness unless this
value is I 200 km. However, because the available number of observations are

usually small and the number of parameters required to model the ice sheet is large, it
will generally not be possible to invert the differential observations to obtain unique ice
models (Quinlan, 1981). For example, the ARC2 ice modei has the same effect on sea-
level at Boston as does the addition of the Anta¡ctic ice sheet.

Within the limits of the former ice sheet margin (i>>(., (w and the relative sea-
level curve is deærmined almost wholly by the response of the crust to the unioading of
the surrounding ice sheel Here the predicted rebound is relatively insensitive to the
deøils of the ice models at the margins but it is sensitive to the thiclness of the ice sheet
(Figure 14). The horizontal dimensions of the Fennoscandian ice sheet are of the order
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of 1000-1500 km and the rebound is primarily sensitive to upper mantle viscosity. The

rebound due to the much larger Laurentide ice sheet is, however, sensitive to the

viscosity structure of the entire mantle.

6. PRINCIPAL CONCLUSIONS AND UNRESOLVED QUESTIONS

The predictions discussed in the preceding section and iilustrated in Figures 9-14 do

indicate that the sea-level change associated with the late Pleistocene melting caq be

expected to exhibit a complex global pattern. Observations from a variety of regions

are generally consistent with this variability. In order to predict this change globally

and with accuracy, it is necessary to have a detailed knowledge of the melting histories

of the ice sheets, both spatially and temporally. Adequate information is generally not

available from glaciological information alone. There remains, for example, debate

about the volume of ice locked up in the ice sheets and about the extent of these ice

sheets in the northem hemisphere. Estimates of the Late Pleistocene ice sheet over the

continental shelf of the Barents and Kara Seas (north-westem Soviet Union) range from

nearly zero to a volume equal to the Fennoscandia ice sheet. Eastern Siberia has

generally been assumed to have been free from major ice domes during the last glacial

but recently it has been suggested that a Pleistocene ice sheet existed here ttrat rivalled

the Antarctic ice sheet. There remains a similar uncertainty about the extent of Late

Pleistocene melting of the Antarctic ice sheet.

The examination of past sea levels can contribute significantly to establishing

constraints on these ice volumes and on locating the cent¡es of loading. For example,

observations of sea-level in the far-field generally indicate that this level was 130-

150 m below the present level (e.g. Chappell, 1987). The predictions of these levels at

the far-field sites are not strongly dependent on mantle rheology and they approximate

closely the equivalent sea-level estimate. This is not so for sites closer to the ice sheet

such as Beímuda and Florida and observations from sites in the intermediate field may

not be a reliable indicator of equivalent sea-level, and their use could lead to a

systematic underestimation of past ice volumes.

The examination of sea-level change near the postulated ice domes can also provide

an important way of testing these glacial hypotheses, Raised beaches in the vicinity of

the Antarctic base Davis, for example, establish that rebound has occurred in Holocene

time and this points to unloading of the Antarctic ice sheet. From a single site the

volume of unloading cannot be established and further examination of the Antarctic

shoreline and far southem islands is necessary. Similarly, a re-ex¿unination of the

Eurasian Arctic shorelines may be rewarding.

The far-field observations of sea-level from 12000-6000 years ago establish the

equivalent sea-level cuwe for the latter part of the last deglaciation cycle. A possible
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problem here, however, concems the time scale. Ice models are constrained largely by

radiocarbon dates but varve chronologies have also been used and the rwo may differ

significantly. The sea-level data is constrained mainly by radiocarbon ages, but

sometimes uranium-thorium dates are used. If radio-carbon ages are used for both ice

and sea-level data the time scale is consistent but not necessarily uniform. Even the

consistency can be challenged because generally the major corrections for fractionation

and reservoir effects are not made and these can be significant if the dated materiais

represent different environments (marine or estuarine water, submarine or subaereai).

Lambeck and Nakada (1939) discuss this problem further in the context of the

northwestern European sea-level and rebound evidence. Within the limitations of this

time scale question, the far-field sea-level observations indicate that substantial melting

of Antarctic ice occurred in phase with, or possibly as much as 1000 years after, the

Laurentide melting (Nakada a¡rd Lambeck, 1988b). If this can be substantiated, this

presents evidence on how the Antarctic ice sheet responds to rising sea-level, an

important question in evaluating possible future sea-level change.

The predictions for the past sea-levels in the far-field exhibit considerable variabiüry

in ampürude and timing of the occurrence of the highstand at about 6000 years ago.

The ampiitudes are small, ranging from a few tens of centimetres to a few met¡es, but

the precision of the observations is also high (e.g. Chappell et at. 1982). The regional

variation in these amplitudes provide important constraints in mantle structure (Nakada

and Lambeck, 1989). Preliminary analyses suggest that the upper mantle has a viscosity

that may be 50 times less than the lower mantle, and that regional variations in upper

mantle viscosity occur, with continental mantle having a higher viscosity than oceanic

mantle"

An important aspect of these predictions is that they indicate that very high resolution

models are essenrial. Coastline geometry must be modelled with very high resolution

and, in many localities, it is necessary to model the time dependence of the coastline as

sea-level rose during Holocene time if the highstands are to be modelled with precision-

High accuracy models of the ice sheet melting are also essentiai if sea-levels are

modelled near the ice sheet margins. This information is generally not available and

sea-level observations from near the ice margin are of limiæd value Íor modelling the

Earth's response.

Another unresolved question concerns the assumption of the linear viscoelastic

response for the Earth. Perhaps the only justification for this choice is that it is

mathematically convenient. It means that ttre viscosity parameters should be considered

as effective parameters only and their interpretation in terms'of realistic physical

parameters requires caution. However, no observational evidence at this stage wa¡rants

the introduction of a non-linear rheology for modelling giacial rebound, particulariy at
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site far from the centres of ice unloading. Other modelling questions concem the

qu"rtion of whether the mantle is treated as adiabatic or non-adiabatic (Cathles,I975:

Ë¡.tartu^. and Cathles, 1984). A further question concerns the effect of earlier cycles

of glaciation and deglaciation (V/u and Peltier, 1983; Nakada and Lambeck' 1987)'

Cteãny much work remains to be done before we can conclude that the glacial rebound

problem is solved but the progress made over the past decade or so, and the importance

àf the goals rhar can be achieved, make further study worthwhile.
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